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A structural engineer is a part of the design team for all my residential work in the studio. In this video you’ll join me for …

University of Waterloo Architectural Engineering Undergraduate Program Overview Andrea Atkins, Lecturer in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering at the University of Waterloo, shares an …

What Happens When Architecture X Engineers? Engineers are great at technical solutions. Architects are amazing at designing spaces that are right for the user and …

The Difference Between Architecture and Civil Engineering | Architects vs. Civil Engineers A common question that I personally had when I was exploring difference majors and career paths back in college, so in today’s …


The Cons of Becoming an Architect Want to learn Revit the quick and easy way? Sign up for my course!: https://pha.teachable.com/p/revit-engineering-tutorial The BIG …

What Do Civil Engineers Do? | Do Civil Engineers Build Buildings? Subscribe!: http://bit.ly/1PercentEngineer 1% Engineer Kit ► https://bit.ly/1EngineerKit 1% FB group …

Don’t Major in Engineering - Well Some Types of Engineering The point is if you’re going to major in engineering, you should have realistic expectations of how difficult it will be to get a job and …

A Day in the Life of an Architect | Architecture vlog Follow a typical day in the life of an architect. Part architecture vlog, part behind-the-scenes look at some of the tasks …

World’s Funniest Engineering Fails Who approved these blue prints? These are 57 of the world’s funniest & most EXTREME building & engineering fails ever!


In this …

Being an architect. What’s it like? | ‘A Choice to Make’ - Short Film A short film about being an architect and my struggle to pursue a more creative life. This story is your story too because …

Archiculture: a documentary film that explores the architectural studio (full 25 min film) Archiculture takes a thoughtful, yet critical look at the architectural studio. The 25-minute film offers a unique glimpse into the world …

5 Things to Know Before Starting Architecture School In this video we discuss how to come up with architectural concepts, and how to begin designing a project. Planner templates(10 …

What is Architectural Engineering? We all need buildings where we can work, learn, live, shelter and heal. Architectural engineers are the creative engineers that …


Architectural Engineering Learn all about Architectural Engineering, our latest undergraduate program. This program leverages elements of Architecture …

A r c h i t e c t u r a l   E n g i n e e r i n g https://thamesandkosmos.com/index.php/product/category/sc...architectural-engineering Play the role or architect and …

Architectural Engineering (MSc), DTU With an MSc degree in Architectural Engineering, you can help influence the design of future buildings, and use your growing …

What is architectural engineering? Part III What is the field of architectural engineering? What do architectural engineers do in the workforce? How do they impact their …

Architecture, Engineering & Construction Keynote Today’s AEC industry is accelerating innovation in some areas and lagging behind in others. Join Autodesk leaders, customers, …